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Canine lovers will delight in this handbook of more than 30 original designs that are created for

stained glass projects, but these patterns are also appropriate for other crafts such as appliquÃƒÂ©,

card making, ceramics, embroidery, and quilting. Featuring a wide array of breeds&#151;including

the basset hound, beagle, corgi, dachshund, German shepherd, Labrador retriever, poodle,

Samoyed, Siberian husky, and spaniel&#151;this guide offers an assortment of designs with simple,

clean lines that may be used at same size or readily enlarged or reduced. Full-color images of each

of the dogs in their most endearing poses provide an inspirational color guide.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â 
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"Tessa once again in Dog Designs illustrates her subject matter with a mature and sophisticated

hand, ranking her among the very best draftsmen in the glass design industry."Ã‚Â  Ã¢â‚¬â€•Stu

Goldman, managing editor, Glass Craftsman magazine

Tessa McOnie is an emerging West Australian artist who works in oil painting, jewelry making,

various textiles, and stained glass. She isÃ‚Â the author of Cat Designs.

used two patterns so far in this book

I purchased the book to give me some inspiration for appliquÃƒÂ© and thread painting techniques.

I'm sure this is going to help me a lot because I don't have any sketching/realsim talents of my own!



A good little book of patterns, however there are no breeds listed

Love them. I wish I had these patterns years ago . They are so easy to use.

We bought this book for a pattern to make a Lab out of stained glass. The patterns are cute and

obviously a lot of work went into them, but some of the dogs are unidentifiable. The dogs are only

listed by their names and not their breeds which further complicates matters. We are going to show

the pattern we think is a Lab to the person we were going to give it to and if they approve it, we will

keep the book. Otherwise, back it goes to .I use  for most of my purchases and update my reviews if

anything changes with the products. I do this so other  users can get a real feel for the life of the

product. You can look at my review which will be close to my purchase date and tell how the product

is doing as time passes. I am not associated with any company and all opinions are my very own.

but not if you're looking to use the patterns for stained glass, unless you have a ring saw. Not well

thought out for glass panels.

Using for applique. Great patterns

I do not do stain glass but will use the information/patterns to make my quilted stained glass wall

hanging.
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